MD1000 Matrix Entrance Matting Modules
The layout for the modules is as follows:

1

Find the centre line of the matwell from left to right. The centre line should run through the centre of the module
(should you find a small gap on 1 side of the matwell when all modules have been placed move the module from
the centre line so that you are only cutting 1 side of the modules to 1 edge of the matwell)

2

Modules are laid in landscape format the first module should be placed at the door threshold in the matwell.

3

Place each module to the left and right of this module leaving NO gaps until the edge is reached.

4

Lift the edge of the module and coat the matwell frame with chalk.

5

Gently lay the module over the matwell edge to coat the module with the chalk and cut on the inside of the chalk
line using a sharp fixed blade knife.

6

Repeat the operations 3 - 5 placing modules from the first line of modules to the back of the matwell unil the
matwell is fully covered with the modules and the installation is complete

This product has a carpet pile direction.
Please ensure the modules are installed with the carpet pile running in the same direction to obtain the maximum visual
effect.
Modules need to be turned 180 degrees if there is a colour variation of the carpet when placed in situ.
Matrix modules are butt fitted and require no clearance as they are manufactured to be stable in a normal temperature
changing environment. There is no detrimental effect to the performance of the Matrix entrance matting modules
effectiveness on which way the modules are installed. It is purely a visual effect and is determined by the customers
personal choice.

If in doubt please call 0044 (0)161-797-6785 for further information.
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